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An overview of about 70-year research efforts in area of mathematical 
modeling of human physiology is provided. The overview has two goals: 
(1) to recognize the main advantages and causes of disadvantages or dis-
appointments; (2) to distinguish the most promising approach for creating 
future models. Until recently, efforts in the modeling of quantitative phys-
iology were concentrated on the solving of three main types of tasks: (1) 
how to establish the input-output dynamic characteristics of a given isolated 
organ or isolated anatomical-functional system (AFS); (2) how to create a 
computer-based simulator of physiological complex systems (PCM) con-
taining many organs and AFSs; and (3) how to create multi-scale models 
capable of simulating and explaining causalities in organs, AFSs, PCMs, 
and in the entire organism in terms that will allow using such models for 
simulating pathological scenarios (the “Physiome” project) too. The critical 
analysis of the modeling experience and recent physiological concepts con-
vinced us that the platform provided by the paradigm of physiological su-
per-systems (PPS) looks like the most promising platform for further mod-
eling. PPS causally combines activities of specific intracellular mechanisms 
(self-tunable but of limited capacities) with their extracellular enhancers. 
The enhancement appears due to the increase of nutrients incomes toward 
cells affected because of low energy and inadequate chemical composition 
of cytoplasm. Every enhancer has its activator chemicals released by the 
affected cells. In fact, PPS, indicating causal relationships between cell-
scale and upper-scales (in organs, AFSs, PCMs) physiological activities, is 
the single platform for future models. They must definitely describe when 
and how the bottom-to-up information flows do appear and how is the or-
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1. Introduction
In traditional human and animal physiology, mathe-matical methods for a long time were associated and mainly limited by statistics and regression analysis. 
However, since the middle of the XX Century, research-
ers who were initially educated in mathematics, physics, 
engineering or cybernetics, started to collaborate with 
biologists, widened the opportunities for analyzing life 
events and living systems. In particular, the adjoined re-
searchers started to apply their professional knowledge 
and skills to assist in solving of certain actual problems in 
human physiology and medicine. Over time, one group of 
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these assistants, who would not change their initial spe-
cialization, again switched-out to solving other problems 
not related to biology. Others, on the contrary, began to 
go so deep into biology, in particular, into physiology, that 
they began capable to clarify the existent biological con-
cepts or even independently propose new concepts that 
in turn became the object of mathematical modeling and 
verifying. In parallel with the increased computers’ pow-
er, and with the advent of new computing technologies 
for visualizing complex dynamic processes of life, these 
neo-physiologists became independent researchers capa-
ble of self-working on the creation of theoretical human 
physiology. Certainly, concepts concerning mathematical 
modeling of physiological events, objects, and systems 
also have been evolved. Currently, there is none human 
organ or anatomical-functional system (AFS) that’s func-
tion is not formally described yet and investigated via 
computer simulations. Currently, publications on different 
aspects of these investigations exceed tens of thousands 
of articles, thousands of dissertations and monographs. 
The purpose of this article is not to review all of these 
publications: it is simply impossible. Readers interested 
in modeling methods and specifics of concrete models can 
independently find the necessary information in thematic 
reviews. 
The goals of this short review article are (1) in outlin-
ing of the main milestones and approaches to modeling 
of human physiology, and (2) in highlighting the most 
promising ways for creating of models that could simulate 
the human integrative physiology on a basis of main rules 
evolutionary saved in a community of specialized cells.
2. A Brief Prehistory 
The phenomenon of life was of interest not only to think-
ers of antiquity and natural philosophers of the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries. In the 1870-s, Claude 
Bernard suggested the physical-chemical state of the inter-
nal liquid environment of the body to be almost constan-
cy. These conjectures were strictly experimentally sub-
stantiated by Walter Cannon in 1929 when he formulated 
his concept of homeostasis [1]. Cannon’s achievements 
intensified the common interest to life phenomenon. The 
mathematician Norbert Wiener, who collaborated with the 
physiologist Arturo Rosenblueth, and not only published a 
joint article with him on the processes of excitation in the 
heart muscle [2], but also, using Cannon’s idea of the stabi-
lizing role of negative feedback, he created a new science 
- cybernetics [3]. Some earlier, the famous physicist, one 
of the creators of quantum mechanics, Erwin Schrödinger 
published a book in which he tried to explain life from the 
point of view of a physicist [4]. Two questions he formulat-
ed concerned the basis of life - why biological molecules 
have to be permanently synthesized and why life needs 
enormously high energy expenditures. Namely, later by 
answering these questions, biochemists gave physiolo-
gists a new key for explaining the fundamental causalities 
between energy support and physiology. Now we realize 
that the emergence of special mechanisms (we call them 
physiological mechanisms), using the outside energy for 
the organization of cyclic transformations against natural 
gradients, had supported the physics and chemistry to ori-
gin the life phenomenon. 
Although these scientists could not solve all the prob-
lems of biology, we should consider them as first modelers 
of the life phenomena: they have had looked at life from 
novel perspectives and their ideas and research methodol-
ogy were further developed in unexpected directions.
3. A Brief History of Human Physiology Mod-
eling Approaches
Cybernetics streamlined both design and the mathemat-
ical methods of calculation of stable technical dynamic 
systems. By the beginning of the 1950-s, the interest of 
cybernetics-mathematicians in the phenomenon of life 
received a methodologically new research impulse. Its ini-
tiator was Fred Grodins [5-6], for the first time tried to use 
the methodology of the control theory for a mathematical 
synthesis of human cardiovascular and respiratory quanti-
tative physiology.
Looking at the history of physiological objects’ and 
processes’ modeling from a bird’s-eye view, we can distin-
guish three main phases each with its characteristic signs. 
At the initial stage, which started in the middle 50-s 
and continued up to the 90-s of the XX Century, mod-
elers have seen their main role in formalizing accumu-
lated empirical data. As the data basis mainly concerned 
physiology of isolated organs (heart, kidneys, liver, and 
pancreas) or anatomical-functional systems (AFS) like the 
cardiovascular system (CVS) and the respiratory system 
(RS), these systems were first formalized [5-15]. The for-
malization, spirited by the theories of the cybernetics and 
automatic systems, was aimed to present the functioning 
of both CVS and RS in cybernetic terms. Internal struc-
tural nuances and their likely consequences on the func-
tionality of the original object had not been considered. 
The object had been looked like a “black-box” that within 
the given time interval τ  (observation time) has its 
input variables  )(),...,(),(( 21 txtxtxX m , output vari-
ables )(),...,(),(( 21 tytytyY n , and internal constants 
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),...,,( 21 pkkkK . In the frame of this formalization, the 
function ),( tKZ  calculated as: 
Z K t( , ) =
Y y t y t y t k k k( ( ), ( ),..., ( ); , ,..., )1 2 1 2
X x t x t x t( ( ), ( ),..., ( ))1 2
n p
m
  (1) 
is a transfer function of the modeled object. Quan-
titative investigations of ),( tKZ  for certain test-sit-
ua t ions  ( fo r  va r ia t ions  o f  )(),...,(),( 21 txtxtx m ; 
)(),...,(),( 21 tytyty n ; and\or pkkk ,...,, 21 ) allowed 
the modeler to obtain additional calculated data capable 
to give the physiologist-empiricist additional information 
about object’s properties.
In the sixteenths and seventeenths of the XX Century, 
one of the main physiological problems was a problem 
how to determine the goal functions of physiological sys-
tems (CVS, RS, or others) [15-17]. Moreover, echoes of this 
problem have not calmed down to this day too [18-22]. In 
this regard CVS is an illustrative object to demonstrate the 
novelty of the cybernetic analysis.
CVS provides organism by two variables - cardiac 
output (CO) and arterial pressure (AP). According to car-
diovascular mechanics, the mean arterial pressure (MAP) 
better characterizes the hemodynamic laws than AP which 
is displaying cyclic variations. Therefore, experts often 
operate with MAP than with AP. 
Physiologists discussed whether CO or MAP is the 
main goal function of CVS. Most experts suggested the 
homeostasis of MAP, provided by baroreceptor reflexes, 
to be the main goal function of CVS [18-23]. However, em-
pirical data illustrated many situations in which MAP-lev-
el is floating [24-27]. One of actual problem was associated 
with hypertension [27-30]. According to spread concept, the 
altered sensitivity of MAP’s control mechanisms is an ini-
tiator of hypertension thus certain theoretical research was 
focused on searching of quantitative approaches capable 
of measuring or calculating this sensitivity.
The cybernetic concept considers CVS to be a dynamic 
closed system (CS) built of two open systems (OS): an 
uncontrolled object (UO) and a regulator systems (RS). In 
fact, OS is the heart and vasculature filled by a summary 
blood volume and possessing by certain constant parame-
ters. The function of RS is to alter these constants depend-
ing on input information came from multiple sensors. In 
short time intervals, arterial baroreceptors were commonly 
suggested to be the main sensors thus the arterial barore-
flex is considered to be the main RS of MAP [13,16,21,26]. In 
long-time intervals, RS includes all physiological mecha-
nisms capable of altering the hemodynamics. As the latter 
also depends upon summary blood volume that is under 
influences of multiple mechanisms and factors not relating 
to CVS, this simplified presentation is not to be adequate. 
Nevertheless, using the cybernetic approach, investigators 
have had calculated the values of gains for both physio-
logical and hypertensive conditions [14-16].
Another approach to clinical use of calculated gains 
(sensitivity coefficients) was focused on assessing of the 
baroreflex servo-mechanism via its ability to change UO’s 
parameters. As the heart rate ( )(tF ) is the most easy 
measurable parameter, the approach can be illustrated 
using )(tF . It is necessary to have at least two pairs of 
values of both MAP and heart rate: one - in an initial state 
of organisms, the second - after application of a standard 
procedure causing alteration of )(tF . For our conve-
nience, let us denote MAP as AP . Then 12 AAA PPP −=∆  
and 12 FFF −=∆ . The sensitivity of the heart rate to 
changes of MAP is: P
FSF ∆
∆= . It is not hard to see 
that this approach requires all other influences on MAP 
and heart rate to be constant. However, evolution has 
saved a lot of multi-scale mechanisms simultaneously 
altering both these variables. Thus within the interval 
maxmin )( FtFF ≤≤  real )(tF should be calculated as: 
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where aF  is the heart rate under normal temperature 
(T ), biochemical characteristics of blood, and biophys-
ical characteristics of cells of sinus node, )(TF∆  is 
elevation of aF with temperature increasing, )(tFi+∆ are 
accelerating effects of m mechanisms and )(tFj
−∆  are 
deccelerating effects of n mechanisms. Note, that each 
such mechanism has its power and developmental inertia.
There is a theoretical problem: is each mechanism, 
influencing HR, specific regulator of CVS or certain 
mechanisms do not have the necessary and sufficient 
signs to be considered as the regulator [31-33]. Indeed, the 
baroreceptor reflexes that have receptor organs, central 
neurons reacting to the receptor impulses, and sympa-
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thetic and vagus nerves for controlling the activity of 
sinus node pacemakers, form a closed negative feedback 
nervous-reflector loop. However, a lot of blood chemicals 
influencing )(tFi
+∆ or )(tFi
−∆ , have not their own feed-
back loops. By the way, this note also concerns multiple 
mechanisms generally activating or suppressing CVS via 
humoral channels [34]. The last factor is one of causes forc-
ing physiologists to think that certain chemical agents like 
angiotensin, vasopressin, NO, CO2, SO2, despite having 
real pressor or depressor effects, are sooner sources for 
the appearing hypertension or hypotonic state than regula-
tors of MAP-level. Real CVS is not an isolated system as 
it is assumed in the most models of hemodynamics. CVS 
interacts with multiple organs and AFS. In particular, total 
blood volume ( )(tVS ), that is the main modifier of both 
central venous pressure and MAP, only in very little val-
ues of the observation time τ  can be considered to be 
constant. Modifiers of )(tVS  are acting via changing the 
liquid intakes from the digestive system ( )(tqw ), of the 
diuresis ( )(tqd ), expirations in lungs and skin. So, these 
effectors obviously do not belong to CVS. 
dV
dt
S = − − − − + +q t q t q t q t q t С t С tw d es ee cf be bl( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
 (3) 
where q tcf ( ) - trans-capillary flows, q tes ( ) - the evapo-
ration with sweat, q tee ( ) - expiratory fumes, C tbe ( ) - blood 
salt concentrations, C tbl ( ) - concentrations of blood lipids. 
In addition, MAP-level is also under influences of 
vessels’ rigidity ( D t( ) ) and unstressed volume ( U t( ) ). 
However, neither D t( ) nor U t( ) can be directly measured: 
at organism-scale, they are still virtual characteristics. 
Nevertheless, they are important for modeling, especially 
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 (4) 
where m1 is the number of vascular region, 0,0 UD  
represent the initial values of )(tD  and )(tU . 
The considerations above, formally presented in (2)-
(4), are not the exclusive problems arose during use the 
model-based methods in clinics. As a rule, the function 
),( tKZ for an organ or even for a receptor is non-sta-
tionary and has a non-linear form. In case of a multi-fiber 
aortic nerve, the non-linear impulses-pressure curve looks 
like S-shaped [38,39]. For correct calculations of gains one 
needs to use complex calculus. The problem is facilitated 
by the fact that in the field of normal physiological quanti-
ties of )(),...,(),( 21 txtxtx m ; )(),...,(),( 21 tytyty n , and 
pkkk ,...,, 21 , the non-linearity can be ignored and linear 
dependencies used. In the simplest case, when 1=m  
instead of the dynamic ),( tKZ  one can use a simple 
output-input ratio.
Modelers try to approximate empirically obtained 
nonlinear curves by piecewise linear ones. Though such 
substitutions often are not incorrect they do not reveal 
and take into account one important internal cause of the 
nonlinearity. The matter is that the nonlinearity usually 
is an effect appearing when one sums a lot of discrete 
results that are reactions of individual components (re-
ceptors, common type cells) forming a population [34]. In 
fact, elements of such populations rarely are absolutely 
identical. Normally, they have slight structural differences 
(anisotropies). So, changes in the statistical distributions 
of elements possessing by the same anisotropy altering 
the graph form of ),( tKZ .As these ultra-structural alter-
ations are the first signs of pathological trends, the substi-
tution of the dynamic ),( tKZ  by the simple output-input 
ratio hides these early pathological trends.
In (1), we considered pkkk ,...,, 21 to be independent of 
time. However, this assumption is not correct forever. In 
some organs (for example, in heart) certain pkkk ,...,, 21  
are constant in the models that describe static input-out-
put relations and variables if the model does simulate the 
dynamic events within the cardiac cycle. Thus in the latter 
case, the myocardium elastance, valves’ resistance are in-
cluded with approximations of their dynamics [40-44].
The cybernetic concept and calculations of the sim-
plified version of the gain also were used during the 
analysis of more complex RSs like the renal control of 
MAP through the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone loops 
(see review [45]). However, there is an additional reason 
to estimate such theoretic models as those that creat-
ing incorrect physiological understanding of negative 
feedbacks. The matter is that cybernetics use a virtual 
notion known as “set-point”. The cybernetic mechanism 
stabilizing the value of )(),...,(),(( 21 tytytyY n  de-
spite certain alterations of )(),...,(),(( 21 txtxtxX m  
is based on a comparison of the current value of )(tY  
DOI: https://doi.org/10.30564/jhp.v2i1.1905
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with a given value of 0Y (namely, the “set-point”). A dif-
ference )(0 tYY −=ε  is a signal that goes to the gears 
forming a correction influence added to the input vari-
able )(),...,(),(( 21 txtxtxX m . However, real neuronal 
structures providing the “set-point” have not been identi-
fied yet. So, reasonable is to state that biological homeo-
static mechanisms will have another organizing principle. 
The reciprocally acting physiological mechanisms are the 
most likely pretenders of this role [34].
Perhaps, the reasons and examples described above are 
sufficient to state that already at the first phase of model-
ing, in several models most organs, instead of the “black-
box”,  were already transformed into a “gray-box” in 
which certain physiological rules were already clarified 
and formalized. Certainly, this widened model’s usabil-
ity. At the same time, a lot of difficulties and problems 
appeared. Some of them practically disappeared with the 
beginning of modeling’s second phase that began due 
to appearing of powerful personal computers. A little by 
little, new mathematical methods and software, had pro-
vided modelers by high-speed computing and advanced 
visualization technologies. So, modelers became aware of 
creating models containing more and more detailed physi-
ological nuances. 
During1980-s and early 1990-s, traditional physiology 
has essentially modified due to penetrated methods of 
molecular analysis. Therefore, the advanced versions of 
models increasingly included descriptions of the molecu-
lar basis of certain physiological mechanisms. However, 
already in the middle of 1990-s, both modelers and poten-
tial users met new problems: (1) how to compare simula-
tion results of different versions of the one and the same 
organ’s model; (2) how to estimate model’s correctness; 
(3) how long the necessity of new model creation will last 
yet, and at last (4) is it possible to unify human physiolo-
gy models? 
The “Physiome” long-term project opened the third 
phase of modeling and lasting currently was the general 
answer to these questions.
The “Physiome” Ideology and Research
The “Physiome” project was inspired by the well-known 
“Genome” project. The International Union of Physio-
logical Sciences (IUPS) launched the Physiome Project 
at the IUPS World Congress in St Petersburg in 1997 [46]. 
Apologists of a novel research ideology aimed to bring 
quantitative bioengineering approaches to the study of 
anatomy and physiology. Both physiologists and mod-
elers assumed that the model of human physiology must 
incorporate all scientific data concerning genetic, molec-
ular, intracellular, multicellular events, organs’ function-
alities, and at last integrative organism-scale physiology. 
It also was declared every model to be strongly verified 
using empirical data. In the frame of the project, to sup-
port it by powerful techniques and technologies, both 
creation of special software and data centers for an ac-
cumulation of both initial biological and simulation data 
was planned [http://www.iups.org/physiome-project/]. 
Financial support of the research and developments was 
organized in the frames of both international “Physi-










Over the past two decades, in the development of 
models, the ideology of the Physiome has become to 
be dominant. Many models of particular physiological 
mechanisms that function on different spatial scales have 
been created (for example, [53-57]. We cannot provide here 
for their detailed and comparative analysis. We only 
note that each such model is a huge work of its creators, 
which includes not only complex mathematics and sim-
ulation technologies, but also a rigorous justification of 
the assumptions forced to made and the limitations re-
sulting from them. As a rule, most models were created 
with a direct or remote applied purpose. Some of them 
are relatively simple, while the model [56], designed to 
simulate the main effects of a combination of physiolog-
ical and artificial mechanisms protecting humans against 
loss of vision or consciousness in conditions of extreme 
pilotage accelerations, contains more than 2000 differ-
ential equations. Since none of the Earth-based physical 
models is adequate, separate models (for example [57,58]) 
were developed to test existing hypotheses regarding the 
processes of the organism’s adaptation to zero-gravity 
conditions. 
To our opinion, at least in the aspect of the multi-scale 
physiology, the “Physiome” ideology met unsolvable 
problems. Some of them are discussed below.  
4. Discussion
Physiology is a fundamental science that simultaneously 
is the theory of medicine. However, physiologists already 
released that their empirical research methods are too 
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primitive to reveal the real complexity of the human or-
ganism. Models developed since the middle 1950-s use 
origin mixed reactions of traditional physiologists. On 
the one side, they need methodological support. On the 
other side, mainly because the mathematics and research 
technologies used by modelers are not comprehensively 
understood by physiologists, the latter feeling certain dis-
trust in these models and the results. This distrust is also 
based on the fact that models use a lot of quantitative data 
that cannot be measured. In contrast, orders (users) of ap-
plied models use simulators to have certain presentations, 
namely about these un-measured living characteristics. 
Perhaps, this is why applied physiologists ordered the 
most computer simulators. It seems this reason is right 
also for the practical medicine needed to improve diag-
nostic and treat technologies via the creation of personal-
ized computer models of pathologies. Namely, the medi-
cal needs forced to support large research projects like the 
“Physiome” project. However, to our opinion, models of 
complex physiological mechanisms are still very far from 
this medical ideal. Nevertheless, modeling efforts have to 
be supported because there is none acceptable alternative 
to how to reveal these mechanisms.
Only a little part of the models has been analyzed 
above. The analysis din not concern models of function-
al systems like the system of thermoregulation and the 
immune system. Certainly, models of both these systems 
also exist (for example, [59-62]).
Concerning the Reasonable Complexity of the 
Model 
The model cannot take into account all the facts. If one 
creates a didactic model of certain organ or AFS, he/she 
are free to reduce the model until it simulates distinguish 
biological functionalities. Currently, a lot of depositar-





ators of other models always are searching for a reason-
able compromise between the requirements of empiricists 
and technological constraints. In this sense, the famous 
model of circulation’s overall control [45] is an exclusive 
one both by its enormous complexity and by the attempt 
to test several concepts and hypotheses concerning gener-
al human physiology. Studying this model was obligatory 
work for each modeler thus we should make several nota-
tions here.  
First of all, the model was not strongly identified. 
Critics considered this a sufficient reason not to notice 
or downplay the model’s merits. But the main author - 
Arthur Guyton was a very famous and well- recognized 
physiologist one to suggest that the quantitative relation-
ships used in the model approximately do correspond to 
reality. It is worth to underlay that the model incorporated 
16 organs and AFS influencing the parameters of CVS 
and determining both central and regional circulation. 
Many curves and constants reflecting the current state of 
each modeled unit were tunable. But authors have had not 
proposed a reasonable algorithm for automatically tuning: 
they did it in manual mode, based on their experiences. 
By the way, authors of another complex model [63], looked 
like the model of Guyton et al [13] model, were also forced 
to simulate physiological events in the rest condition or 
under the gradual exercise by altering constants in manual 
mode. 
To our opinion, the model of Guyton et al [13] had one 
big aim - to make a theoretic analysis of complex phys-
iological events as it is possible. However, such mod-
els also met specific problems concerned technologies 
of simulations. The model incorporated physiological 
mechanisms of essentially different dynamics. Some 
events go on within seconds while others, to show es-
sential alterations, need hours or months. Neither math-
ematical methods nor computers’ power was capable to 
provide simultaneous modeling. Thus, the authors tried 
to make partial simulations and then combine their re-
sults manually. Despite modern computers exceeding 
the power of computers of XX Century thousand times, 
currently, the simultaneously modeling of multi-scale 
biological transformations is still an actual problem and 
nowadays.Shim et al [64] have developed a comprehensive 
cell model that simulates the sequential cellular events 
from membrane excitation to contraction in the human 
ventricle. By combining this ventricular cell model with 
a lumped circulation model, they examined how blood 
pressure dynamics in the ventricle and aorta are relat-
ed to the cellular processes. However, to convert cell 
contraction into ventricular pressure authors have used 
Laplace’s law, introducing a simple geometric model of 
a ventricle: one shaped like a thin-walled hemisphere. 
The time courses of the hemodynamic properties, as well 
as the volume-pressure trajectory of the left ventricle, 
were well reproduced. The multi-scale cardiovascular 
model, which covers from cardiac cells to the circulatory 
system, simulates the typical characteristics of heart me-
chanics, such as the pressure-volume relationship, stroke 
volume and the effect of the increased maximum free 
calcium concentration on cardiovascular hemodynamics. 
The variation due to different pacing frequencies for 
myocyte excitation was also investigated to assess the 
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effects of heart rate on cardiac cells and the circulatory 
system.
To model real physiological mechanisms acting on a 
whole organism-scale, it is necessary to take into account 
the followings. First of all, the modeler needs a correct 
conceptual vision of the organs’ interaction. Second, 
he\she should take into account mechanisms providing the 
self-adaptiveness of the cell. Third, it also is necessary a 
conceptual vision of mechanisms-enhancers that are ac-
tivating when the cell-scale mechanisms are not capable 
of lonely provide cell survival. This triad duly understood 
should be transferred into a technology in which the cell-
scale events are the primary ones while every next-scales’ 
mechanisms represent assistant mechanisms evolution-
arily being saved because they enhance the cell capability 
to provide optimal-like metabolism. Namely, these ideas 
were proposed and argued in recent publications [31-34,65,66].
Even accepting this recommended ideology, the model-
er should not ignore the effects of two other fundamental 
cell-scale facts. The first one concerns the rate of metabo-
lism. Though its mean value is genetically predetermined 
in each cell type, the metabolic rate is essentially vary-
ing in different phases of the cell cycle. In addition, the 
duration of every phase is not stable but depends upon 
material incomes. Therefore, special check-point mecha-
nisms control whether products to be synthesized within 
the current phase are already present. The second effect 
mostly expressed in exciting cells, appears because of in-
fluences that came from other cells. Namely, due to these 
stimulating or inhibiting influences, both the integrative 
physiology and behaviors are provided [34]. However, 
the integrating influences disrupt the normal course of 
metabolism, cause internal destruction in the target cell. 
Therefore, special mechanisms, which can be read in 
more detail in [31-34], activate mechanisms that serve the 
synthesis of ATP molecules. As many organs take part in 
obtaining, transforming, and delivering of source materi-
als for the synthesis of ATP in a cell, they all together are 
considered functionally to be physiological super-systems 
(PS). Another PS is providing the chemical purity of the 
cytoplasm. 
To realistically model physiological events in multi-
cellular objects (in a cells’ population, in organs built of 
multiple such populations, as well as in AFS, and PS), the 
modeler also should take into account dynamic effects 
caused by internal heterogeneities of cells into the cell 
population [65]. 
So, the multi-scale modeling, to be capable of realis-
tically simulating both the normal physiological mech-
anisms and multiple scenarios leading to the abnormal 
working of these mechanisms, needs to be based on the 
recent concept explaining the metabolic and functional 
integrity of human specialized cells [34].
In the review [67], authors discussing research efforts to 
the whole-heart modeling. The models seems to be multi-
scale are rather describing biophysical than physiological 
mechanisms. The same is true for the models like [69-71] 
while models described in [72-74] combine both physiologi-
cal and biophysical mechanisms. The multi-scale model of 
the heart, described in [75], illustrates the effects provided 
by using massively parallel computers. It is undoubtedly 
that supercomputers opening new opportunities for simu-
lations in physiology.
Clinical models we have not analyzed because they in-
clude a lot of nuances specific for each pathology but not 
principal in the frame of our overview. 
It is worth to return to the questions first formulated 
by Schrödinger in [4] and described above. Three main an-
swers are now known. Tertiary and quaternary macromol-
ecules, which make up most of the biological structures of 
the cell, are sensitive to thermodynamic and other fluctu-
ations. Therefore, a permanent compensatory synthesis of 
destroyed molecules takes place in the cell. Fluctuations 
also affect the throughput of the portal mechanisms of cell 
membranes, disrupting the resting potential of the cell. 
Their recovery is possible with the consumption of ATP. 
In addition to these reasons, in a multicellular organism 
of animals or humans, the integration of heterogeneous 
cells during the functioning of organs and systems also 
contributes to the additional energy expenditure [34]. Thus, 
it is impossible to correctly model physiological multi-
scale processes and phenomena without properly describ-
ing the energy dependence of the simulated effects in 
these models. Since ATP is synthesized from the limited 
internal resources of carbohydrates and oxygen, in fact, 
these restrictions significantly modulate both organ and 
body physiology. So far, only the first attempts have been 
made to create an integrated model of the physiological 
megasystem providing the energy balance in each cell of 
the body [31-34,76]. We believe that this aspect of modeling 
should be further developed in future models of human 
physiology and pathophysiology.
5. Conclusion
Mathematical modeling now is a legal method of physi-
ological research. Multiple quantitative models describe 
functions of human organs, anatomical-functional sys-
tems (AFS), and functional systems (FS) under norm and 
certain pathologies. Most models, operating with both 
measured data and virtual data or heuristics, give the 
physiologists-empiricists additional information and help 
them to better understand intimate mechanisms governing 
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the living system. As the physiological concepts serve the 
basis of the models and specialized computer simulators, 
simulations cannot provide conclusions cardinally differ-
ing from the used concept. This is why nether principles 
or rules organizing and governing the human integrative 
physiology at rest and/or under behavioral activities have 
not been clarified yet by simulations. Moreover, even con-
cepts used in most models of organs or AFSs suggest the 
organ or AFS have its physiological goals and mechanisms 
for their providing. In fact, at physiological levels of life 
organization, there is none special goal: it is an illusion 
born by mechanisms structurally-functionally linked in 
forms of special negative or positive feed-backs to supply 
cells by energy and materials in order that makes possible 
the entire chain to repetitively do biological works. Every 
mechanism combining reciprocally activating sub-mech-
anisms damps the extreme oscillations of life variables 
thus creating the illusion of the local goal. In order to 
comprehend the principles of such mechanisms at mul-
tiple scales, it is necessary to create novel mathematical 
models (NMM). Cellular self-regulators must be the basis 
of NMM. As every self-regulator possesses limited power, 
NMM also must contain models describing conditions for 
appearing/disappearing of special chemical agents that 
are penetrating into the blood and activating additional 
multi-cellular enhancers of intracellular self-regulators. As 
cells simultaneously fighting for common resources, the 
entire organism will be modeled as a net of physiological 
super-systems together supporting cells’ optimal physiolo-
gy. Only such models could simulate both short-term and 
long-term adaptive responses of the human organism to 
internal/external destructive challenges.
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